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MIRROR, MIRROR IN THE STALL: ANIMAL CLONING AND ITS LEGAL IMPLICATIONS FOR EQUINE REGISTRY ASSOCIATIONS

MARY W. CRAIG*

On July 5, 1996, Dolly the lamb was born at the Roslin Institute in Edinburgh, Scotland. While nothing about her appearance was remarkable, everything about her birth was noteworthy. Dolly was the first live-born mammal cloned from an adult cell. Dolly was not the first cloned animal, however. Before her, scientists had successfully cloned other non-mammalian animals such as tadpoles, carp, and frogs. Since Dolly, scientists have successfully cloned numerous additional mammalian species.

The first cloned member of the equine family was the mule Idaho Gem, who eventually became one of a set of identical triplets. The triplet
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2 Id.
3 Id.
4 Charles Mann, The First Cloning Superpower, WIRED.COM, http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/11.01/cloning_pr.html (last visited Mar. 16, 2013) (stating scientists in China created the first cloned carp in 1963, and ten years later, created the first interspecies clone by inserting DNA from an Asian carp into an egg from a European crucian carp, a related species).
5 Inbar Maayan & Sean Cohmer, John Bertrand Gurdon (1933– ), EMBRYO PROJECT ENCYCLOPEDIA, http://embryo.asu.edu/view/embryo:128458 (last visited Mar. 16, 2013) (indicating John Bertrand Gurdon successfully produced tadpoles using nuclei taken from gut cells of swimming tadpoles, but his work was not confirmed for nearly five decades).
7 Kentucky Equine Research Staff, Cloning Horses, EQUINEWS.COM (Oct. 20, 2005), http://www.equinews.com/article/cloning-horses; (explaining that Idaho Gem, cloned by the University of Idaho and foaled in May 2003, was not only the first cloned mule, he was the first clone of any animal in the horse family, two more mule clones were born in June and July of the same year); Richard Black, Cloning First for Horse Family, BBC NEWS (May 29, 2003), http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/2944920.stm (explaining Idaho Gem was the first clone of an animal which cannot normally reproduce).
mules were the result of Project Idaho, a six-year collaborative project involving animal and veterinary science professors from the University of Idaho and Utah State University and funded by the American Mule Racing Association. In order to effect the cloning, scientists utilized cells from the brother of a champion racing mule named Taz. In a process known as nuclear transfer, they inserted the mule DNA into a horse egg cell containing no genetic material, and the resulting cloned embryo was transplanted into the uterus of a surrogate mare. The cloning was successful. In fact, Idaho Gem won his first race by two-and-a-half lengths. Shortly after the successes with Idaho Gem, the first cloned horse, Prometea, was born in Italy in 2003.

The cloning process lends itself to two primary questions — how and why. For the first question, the answer is purely scientific. Prior to Dolly the sheep, two methods of cloning were available to scientists. The first, embryo splitting, has been used in agriculture since the 1980s. In this method, an early-stage multi-cellular embryo is split into two cells to generate clones, and the resulting cells are then implanted into an unrelated surrogate mother. This method is similar to the natural process that creates identical twins and has particular application in the cattle and sheep industry since up to four clones can be produced from each embryo.

In the second method, nuclear transfer, technicians remove genetic material from an unfertilized egg in a process called enucleation and then place new genetic material from another cell into the enucleated egg. Through administration of a brief electrical pulse or chemical fusion, the donor nucleus is fused with the egg, after which the embryo starts to divide as if it had been fertilized. When cloning mammals, technicians then place the embryo into a surrogate mother where it continues to develop until birth and is delivered as any newborn. Nuclear transfer produced numerous

---

8 Kentucky Equine Research Staff, supra note 7.
mammalian clones during the 1980s and 1990s; however, the practice was still limited because the transfers were from early embryos, and a theoretical maximum of only thirty-two clones could be produced from each transfer.

That limitation provided even more reason for assigning historical significance to Dolly the sheep. Instead of using nuclear transfer, Dolly was produced through a process called "somatic nuclear cell transfer" (SCNT), making Dolly the first animal cloned via nuclear transfer from a cultured somatic cell derived from an adult. Since SCNT technology allows cloning from an unlimited number of cells from an adult donor, breeders, and owners can create numerous copies of elite breeding animals or beloved pets.

In 2010, cloning science took another step forward when scientists at Texas A&M University produced the first foal using oocytes, or egg cells, from live mares. The project's genesis came about at the request of Kit Knotts, owner of a prized Lippizan stallion named Pluto III Marcella, and also known as Marc. Projects such as this, and the cloning of other prized animal discussed below, provide at least one answer to the second basic question about cloning, "why." The answer to this question is less about science and more about tangible costs and rewards. Proponents and opponents of cloning are equally passionate about their positions and have scientific or anecdotal evidence to support their respective arguments.

Opponents of cloning point out several faults in the process. Cloning itself has a low success rate of between 0.1% to 3%. The cloned animals develop problems during later development and exhibit abnormal gene expression patterns and telomeric differences. Many cloned offspring die within twenty four hours of birth from respiratory distress or other problems, and many cloned offspring may exhibit increased birth weight or cardiovascular anomalies, some of which have resulted in
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hypertrophic liver and dilated major blood vessels.\textsuperscript{34} As cloned animals develop, they may exhibit immune system failure, structural abnormalities of the brain, digestive dysfunction, enteritis, and umbilical infections.\textsuperscript{35} From a pure economic standpoint, the process is expensive, costing in the range of $20,000 to clone one animal.\textsuperscript{36} These are just a few of the practical issues with cloning. The unquantifiable issues, such as social, moral and ethical issues, are harder to define or explain.

Proponents of cloning include scientists, livestock breeders, and owners of special or favored animals. While they share a passion for the end result, each has a different perspective on the benefits of cloning. Scientists point out that monitoring the gestation of cloned mules has had many benefits: it led to discoveries concerning the calcium levels necessary to carry a foal to term, provided insights into calcium’s role in cell signaling, and could lead to further insights into human diseases.\textsuperscript{37} Conservationists argue the technique “might be a way to safeguard populations of endangered equine species such as Przewalski’s horses and Somali wild asses.”\textsuperscript{38} Further, by introducing new genetic material into small surviving populations, extra copies of individual animals could be moved to new locations, eliminating the possibility that disease or a natural disaster could destroy an entire herd.\textsuperscript{39}

Livestock breeders correctly stress that for centuries, humans have selectively bred livestock and companion animals to develop specific traits.\textsuperscript{40} For example, in the late 1800s, Louis Dobermann wanted a large, fearless dog to guard him and his money.\textsuperscript{41} Using several breeds of dogs, he created what we have come to know as the Doberman.\textsuperscript{42} In the early 1900s, Oklahoma rancher Walter Merrick decided to expand his horse and cattle operation to include horse racing so he bred his Quarter Horse mares with Thoroughbred stallions, and that decision changed horse racing forever ensuring Merrick’s election to the Texas Horse Racing Hall of Fame.\textsuperscript{43} Livestock breeders contend that cloning livestock is merely the most recent...
evolution of selective breeding.\textsuperscript{44} They also stress that it serves as an assisted reproductive technology that allows breeders to create animals with the most desirable attributes, thereby providing farmers and ranchers with additional reproductive options and increased production at a lower cost.\textsuperscript{45} Scientists emphasize that transgenic animals — those containing genes transplanted from a different species — developed for "the production of human therapeutic proteins and other proteins, such as spider web, or as sources of cells, tissues, or organs for xenotransplantation," can be produced faster, less expensively, and more efficiently than the methods used to create them in the first place.\textsuperscript{46} The efficiency stems from the fact that fewer embryos are required and all offspring are transgenic and of a known sex.\textsuperscript{47} Cloning also offers a kind of insurance. The economic or psychological impact of injury or loss of a popular sire is greatly reduced with the availability of another sire with the same genetic makeup.\textsuperscript{48}

Because geldings are castrated horses, owners of valuable or exceptional animals have the opportunity to keep a bloodline alive through cloning. One such remarkable gelding cloned for potential offspring was Scamper, who won ten consecutive barrel racing world titles.\textsuperscript{49} His rider, Charmayne James, paid Viagen $150,000.00 to clone her gelding.\textsuperscript{50} The clone is not Scamper’s exact physical match, sporting a white spot between his eyes not present on Scamper, but he appears to have the same conformation and a particularly sensitive place on his neck behind his ears that neither he nor Scamper want touched.\textsuperscript{51} The colt, named Clayton, is also ornery and confident, just like Scamper.\textsuperscript{52} Because Clayton’s sperm will be exactly identical to Scamper’s, James has decided to have Clayton stand at stud.\textsuperscript{53}

James owned Scamper outright, so no disputes arose among multiple owners.\textsuperscript{54} That is not true, however, of the syndicate that owned Smart Little Lena (Lena), one of the all-time great cutting horses and sire of

\textsuperscript{44} Facts About Cloning Livestock, supra note 37, at 1.
\textsuperscript{45} Id.
\textsuperscript{46} Hare, supra note 34, at 1.
\textsuperscript{47} Id.
\textsuperscript{51} Church, supra note 50.
\textsuperscript{54} Id.
cutting horses. At the time of his death in 2010, Lena had won $577,652 in National Cutting Horse Association (NCHA) competition himself. Lena also sired 18 American Quarter Horse Association (AQHA) world champions that had won 22 world championships, more than $32 million in NCHA competition winnings, $451,916 in National Reining Horse Association competition winnings, $783,564 in National Reined Cow Horse Association competition winnings, and $196,499 at the AQHA World Championship Show. Lena was born in 1979, and in 1982, several investors formed the Smart Little Lena Syndicate. At first, all was well, with investors recouping their initial $5,000+ investment within two or three years, with some making large profits within a year. In the beginning Lena’s trainer, Bill Freeman, managed the syndicate. By 2006, however, Freeman had divorced and remarried, his new wife, Jill, was the syndicate secretary and his ex-wife Karen was suing Freeman and the syndicate over property she claimed she should have received in the divorce.

To complicate matters, in 2006, Lena begat five clones, produced that spring through the efforts of Texas A & M University. Freeman had negotiated the price of $50,000.00 for the cloning experiment, and while all syndicate shareholders were offered the opportunity to invest, not all of them did. Only thirty-nine owners of fifty-three syndicate shareholders actually paid into the separate company, called Smart Little Lena CL LLC. This corporation was formed in 2005 and registered with the Texas Secretary of State without the knowledge of all of the syndicate shareholders. The parties were already in litigation in 2006, and the presiding judge ordered a shareholders meeting to sort out some of the lingering questions. The result of that meeting was to strip Freeman of all authority, to try recoup from the Freemans money allegedly taken from the syndicate, and to hire a lawyer to “restore the devaluation of the syndicate

57 Id.
59 Id.
60 Id.
62 Smart Little Lena, supra note 59.
63 Id.
64 Id.
65 Id.
66 Id.
shareholders' investments in the syndicate and hold accountable those responsible for the devaluation.'

By the time the case was to go to trial in 2008, Freeman had died. One week before the trial date, the parties settled the lawsuit with the exception of one remaining issue. The syndicate owned Lena, and the 2006 foals were cloned using Lena’s DNA. Not everyone in the syndicate paid to create the clones, leading to the sticky legal question of whether the syndicate that owned Lena also owned his DNA thus having a stake in the clones regardless of whether those shareholders contributed to the cloning process or not. At the syndicate shareholders meeting, the shareholders were advised that only one court case had addressed the issue, and that case involved cloned pigs where a jury determined that whoever owned the extracted tissue also owned the clones. At the time of this article, this issue has not yet made its way to any appellate court.

Cloning opponents not only raise the issues discussed above, but also worry about the implications to human cloning, also known as the “Dolly Debate.” In fact, embryonic stem cell research is a form of human cloning. The term “cloning” itself describes the processes that involve making duplicates of biological material. Usually, genes or cells are cloned for scientific research, and no new animal results. Somatic cell nuclear transfer — the process used to clone Dolly the sheep — can also produce an embryo from which embryonic stem cells can be extracted to use in research or to grow a new organism altogether. Therefore, in the past few years, scientific and ethical debates have focused on two potential applications - reproduction (producing a child) and producing embryonic stem cells for research. The heady topic of human cloning is far beyond the scope of this article and better left for other scholars and fora. For horse owners, breeders, and cloning technicians, a much more pragmatic debate arises. To compete or not compete, to register or not register—those are the questions.

67 Id.
69 Id.
70 Smart Little Lena, supra note 59.
71 Id.
72 See source cited supra note 66.
73 See source cited supra note 57.
74 See Vos supra note 1.
76 Id.
77 Id.
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79 Id.
Equine associations are the main authority for breeding and registration, and the associations are composed of four different types. Breed associations, such as the American Quarter Horse Association (AQHA), require horses to be registered with the association in order to compete in approved shows. In order to register, at least one parent of the horse must be registered with the AQHA while the other must be registered in either the AQHA or another approved association. A second type of association is based on color, such as the American Buckskin Registry Association. The color associations require the horse to be an approved color in order to be registered and compete in sanctioned events. A third type of association is performance based, such as the National Reined Cow Horse Association, where horses do not need registration papers and are judged on agility and performance alone, but competition participants must be association members. A fourth type of equine association, such as the National Snaffle Bit Association, is a hybrid, where horses are judged on performance rather than conformation, but require registration with an approved breed association in order to compete.

Charmayne James could elect to have her cloned foal Clayton compete in National Barrel Racing Association (NBRA) classes but has chosen instead to use him only for breeding purposes. Should the owner of Smart Little Lena’s clones wish them to participate in cutting horse competitions, they could do so under NCHA rules. However, syndicate members are divided over whether the cloned foals should compete, with at least one member believing they have more to lose than to gain by entering the clones into competition.
Whether clones can compete is not an issue in at least one breed registry, the AQHA, simply because cloned horses are ineligible for registration.\(^8\) Other breed registries have not addressed the issue.\(^9\) The AQHA is the largest equine breed registry and membership organization in the world.\(^10\) In 2011, AQHA had 247,049 members in all fifty states and over 90 members in foreign countries.\(^11\) Horses registered by AQHA from its inception through the end of 2011 in the United States alone numbered 2,635,349.\(^12\) As a result, many of the lawsuits involving equine registries or registration issues involve AQHA.\(^13\)

Prior to 2000, AQHA was secure in its decisions regarding registration rules and which horses were excluded from AQHA. That changed when Floyd v. Am. Quarter Horse Ass’n, No. 87-598C, (Potter Co. Dist. Ct. Tex. filed 2000) arose.\(^14\) For the first time, a court held that AQHA’s registration rules discriminated against a portion of its membership and were “anti-competitive restraint[s] adopted for the purposes of limiting the supply of registered quarter horses.”\(^15\) AQHA settled with Floyd, registered her horse, and changed its registration rules to include all horses born through surrogacy or embryo transfer retroactive to 1980.\(^16\) Other registration changes soon followed. Beginning May 1, 2003, AQHA began registering horses with coat colors known as perlino.\(^17\) or

\(^8\) See AMERICAN QUARTER HORSE ASS’N, supra note 80, at REG106.1.
\(^12\) Id.
\(^13\) See, e.g., Hatley v. Am. Quarter Horse Ass’n, 552 F.2d 646, 657 (5th Cir. 1977) (explaining AQHA’s registration rules are legitimate tools for breed improvement); Burge v. Am. Quarter Horse Ass’n, 782 S.W.2d 353, 356 (Tex. Civ. App. 1990) (explaining AQHA can deny registration to horse with prohibited white markings); Adams v. Am. Quarter Horse Ass’n, 583 S.W.2d 828, 834, 837 (Tex. Civ. App. 1979) (explaining courts will not interfere with internal management of voluntary associations.)
\(^14\) Floyd sued AQHA over registration of a foal born through embryo transfer. For a more complete discussion of Floyd, see Mary W. Craig, Just Say Neigh: A Call for Federal Regulation of Byproduct Disposal by the Equine Industry, 12 ANIMAL LAW 193 (2006); Mary W. Craig, A Horse of a Different Color: A Study of Antitrust and Restraint of Trade Violations in the Equine Industry, 22 ST. THOMAS L. REV. 433 (2010).
\(^17\) Perlinos have light or pink skin over the body, white or cream-colored hair, and their names, tails and lower legs are slightly darker than their body color. See AMERICAN QUARTER HORSE ASS’N, supra note 80, at REG114.16.
cremello.98 One year later, AQHA eliminated its “excessive white” rule and agreed to register horses that were previously refused registration because they had white hair above their knees or hocks, or behind a line drawn from the outside of the eye to the corner of the mouth.99 AQHA added some caveats such as requiring the registration certificate for any horse with excessive white markings to bear a notation that excessive white on a Quarter Horse is an undesirable trait and requiring DNA parentage verification.100

By settling with Floyd, AQHA avoided setting any legal precedents that required the association to change its registration rules.101 Savvy observers could see what was on the horizon and knew questions about cloned animals were approaching. In 2004, AQHA adopted a rule prohibiting registration of any cloned animal.102 In 2008, the association began studying cloning and the impact it could have on the breed.103 In 2009, at its annual convention, AQHA hosted a cloning forum, attended by over 400 members, and webcast live on AQHA.com.104 The Stud Book Committee recommended forming a task force to study the issue and address the membership at the 2010 convention.105 No changes were made to the registration rules as a result of the study in either 2009 or 2010.106 In 2011, the Committee considered a member-proposed rule change that would allow registration of cloned horses for breeding purposes only.107 The Committee and the Board of Directors did not adopt the change.108 Prior to the 2012 convention, a member proposed a rule change allowing registration of the progeny of a cloned horse.109 Once again, the Committee and the Board of Directors declined to adopt the rule change.110

No longer willing to wait on the membership or the Stud Book Committee, Abraham & Veneklasen Joint Venture, Abraham Equine, Inc. and Jason Abraham sued AQHA in federal court, on April 23, 2012, for

---

98 Cremellos have light or pink skin over the body, blue eyes, and white or cream-colored hair. See Id.
100 Id.
104 Id.
105 Id.
106 Id.
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109 Id.
110 Id.
"private enforcement of § 2 of the Sherman Antitrust Act (15 USC § 2)" brought under §§ 4 and 16 of the Clayton Act.\textsuperscript{111} The suit seeks treble damages under § 4 of the Clayton Act for economic injury to their businesses, a permanent injunction under §16 of the Clayton Act, relief under Tex. Bus. & Comm. Code 15.05(b), damages under Tex. Bus. & Comm. Code 15.21(a), and a permanent injunction under Tex. Bus. & Comm. Code 15.21(b).\textsuperscript{112} The lawsuit correctly points out that originally a foal had to be the result of natural breeding between a stallion and a mare, but that as technology developed, AQHA changed its rules to allow registration of all foals born through embryo transfer.\textsuperscript{113} The suit then details that AQHA allows registration of "identical twins and horses that are the result of Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injection ("ICSI")" and argues that ICSI uses the same procedure and technique as Somatic Cell Nuclear Transfer, also called cloning or nuclear transfer.\textsuperscript{114} Plaintiffs then make the same argument discussed earlier in this article, that cloning is merely an assisted reproductive technique similar to in vitro fertilization and artificial insemination.\textsuperscript{115} Plaintiffs assert competitive disadvantages and foreclosure of competition.\textsuperscript{116} AQHA responded to the complaint with a Motion to Dismiss for failure to state a claim under Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 12(b)(6), arguing that Plaintiffs "failed to establish circumstances sufficient to overcome the doctrine on non-intervention" and "failed to allege facts sufficient to establish the requisite elements of their monopolization claims."\textsuperscript{117} In its supporting brief, AQHA argued the "Doctrine of Non-Intervention" precluded court interference in the internal management of private associations except in limited circumstances.\textsuperscript{118} AQHA asserted the

\begin{flushleft}
\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{112} Id.
\textsuperscript{113} Plaintiffs’ Original Complaint, supra note 111, at 4.
\textsuperscript{114} Id. at 5. However, Plaintiffs’ claims are not entirely correct. See, e.g., \textit{Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injection for Infertility}, WEBMD, http://www.webmd.com/infertility-and-reproduction/guide/intracytoplasmic-sperm-injection-for-infertility (last visited Jan. 6, 2013) (explaining ICSI injects a single sperm into a mature egg in order to enhance in vitro fertilization.)
\textsuperscript{115} Plaintiffs’ Original Complaint, supra note 111, at 6.
\textsuperscript{116} Id. at 14.
\end{flushleft}
voluntariness of membership in the association and the subsequent subjecton to AQHA rules and regulations, as well as the contractual nature of a private association and its members.\textsuperscript{119} AQHA also argued that the rules against registration of cloned horses do not discriminate against only a portion of the membership but instead apply to all cloned horses, do not violate law or public policy, and do not unfairly affect property interests.\textsuperscript{120} AQHA then argued that the Plaintiffs failed to show that the association attempted to monopolize the relevant market.\textsuperscript{121} The Plaintiffs, of course, disagreed and responded to the Motion to Dismiss by alleging that because AQHA’s actions are unlawful, the “Doctrine of Non-Intervention” is inapplicable, that Plaintiffs did state a claim upon which relief could be granted, and included an alternate motion for leave to amend the complaint in case the court agreed with the Defendant.\textsuperscript{122} AQHA replied that Plaintiffs’ allegations were all legal conclusions, not facts, and that the facts the Plaintiffs did allege did not constitute a plausible claim of anti-competitive conduct.\textsuperscript{123} According to a source at AQHA, the case is in the discovery phase.

The outcome of this case is far from certain. A federal judge is in no way bound by a settlement reached in state court, even as to the state claims raised by the Plaintiffs, so \textit{Floyd} will have little to no effect on the court’s decision.\textsuperscript{124} AQHA’s decision to relax the color rules with regard to perlinos and cremellos was based on extensive scientific research; this alteration of the rules was not arbitrary or influenced by pressure from the association’s membership.\textsuperscript{125} For instance, its decision to amend the “excessive white” rule was based upon the knowledge and admission that full-blooded Quarter Horses sometimes produced foals with excessive white, and the color pattern is not a genetic abnormality.\textsuperscript{126} Whether the trial court leaves AQHA’s anti-cloning rule intact will likely turn on the court’s interpretation or application of the “Doctrine of

\begin{center}
\textsuperscript{119} \textit{Id. at 5-6.}
\textsuperscript{120} \textit{Id. at 9-10.}
\textsuperscript{121} \textit{Id. at 12.}
\textsuperscript{123} \textit{Defendant’s Brief in Support of Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Jurisdiction and Failure to State a Claim, supra note 118, at 5.}
\textsuperscript{124} \textit{See U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2.}
\textsuperscript{125} \textit{P.K. House & Natalie Nelson, The Color of a Storm, CREMELLO & PERLINO EDUC. ASS’N, http://www.doubledilute.com/article.htm (last visited Jan. 5, 2013) (explaining that cremellos and perlinos were thought to be albinos, but when the Board of Directors looked at scientific evidence, it found that the color patterns were the result of double-dilute genes, not genetic abnormalities).}
\textsuperscript{126} \textit{Bucholz, supra note 99.}
\end{center}
Judicial Nonintervention.” While Texas state courts have not ruled extensively on the issue, several cases explain and apply the doctrine.127 For the past three decades, Texas courts have declined to interfere with the inner workings of a voluntary association stating that “if the courts were to interfere every time some member . . . had a grievance, real or imagined, the . . . organization would be fraught with frustration . . . and would founder in the waters of impotence and debility.”128 Someone who elects to become a member of an association subjects himself to the rules made by the association, and asking a court to interpret and administer those rules subverts the association’s contractual right to handle its own affairs.129 For that reason, courts leave internal management decisions to the associations unless the associations substitute legislation for interpretation, violate public policy, or “overstep the bounds of reason.”130

Courts will intervene if the harm done to the plaintiff is great enough, but whether the property right asserted is valuable enough to warrant protection is within the trial court’s discretion.131 “There is no bright line test. Courts must weigh the importance of the property or civil right at issue and determine whether it is great enough to justify deviation from the traditional rule of allowing associations the greatest possible autonomy.”132 Therefore, the Abraham court must determine whether registering a cloned horse with AQHA, ostensibly only for breeding purposes, is a sufficient property right warranting interference. Until Floyd, mere registration issues were insufficient to warrant intervention.133

In support of their claim, the Plaintiffs point to historical decisions by AQHA to relax or amend their registration requirements.134 That reliance may be misplaced. AQHA’s decision to register all embryo transfer foals after its settlement with Floyd continued to allow AQHA to determine

127 See Harden v. Colonial Country Club, 634 S.W.2d 56, 60 (Tex. App. 1982) (holding that so long as the actions of an association are not illegal, not against some public property, not arbitrary, capricious, fraudulent, and are proper actions of the club, then the court will not get involved in the interest of avoiding immense claims); see also Dickey v. Club Corp. of Am., 12 S.W.3d 172, 177 (Tex. App. 2000) (holding that if the courts were to intervene every time members felt tee time restrictions were unreasonable, operations of such clubs would become unreasonable, and judicial resources would be wasted).

128 Harden, 634 S.W.2d at 60.


132 Id. at *4.

133 See Hatley v. Am. Quarter Horse Ass’n, 552 F.2d 646, 656 (5th Cir. 1977).

134 Plaintiffs’ Original Complaint, supra note 111, at ¶ 15.
parentage through DNA testing, an important element in parentage verification.\textsuperscript{135} Even though an egg was harvested from one mare, then fertilized and implanted into another mare, the foal was still born through fertilization of a mare's egg by a stallion's sperm.\textsuperscript{136} Registering cloned horses presents AQHA with a unique DNA challenge, however, that cannot be overcome with current technology.\textsuperscript{137} For example, no feasible method exists currently to differentiate whether a particular offspring is by an original stallion or by the clone of the stallion, and if a stallion is cloned more than once, no feasible method exists to differentiate whether a particular offspring is by the original stallion, Clone No. 1 of the stallion or Clone No. 2 of the stallion.\textsuperscript{138} In addition, current DNA testing cannot distinguish the foal of a deceased stallion's frozen semen from the foal of a live clone stallion.\textsuperscript{139}

AQHA can and should argue that with the problems inherent in cloned animals, registering cloned horses with possible or probable health issues created by the cloning process itself goes against the mission of the association to "ensure not only the integrity and welfare of American Quarter Horses, but also the integrity and welfare of the entire horse industry."\textsuperscript{140} AQHA is not alone in arguing that cloning does not promote the general welfare of equine communities.\textsuperscript{141} Stallions eventually are gelded or die, the bloodlines get diluted, and new bloodlines are cycled in and out to improve the gene pool.\textsuperscript{142} Making multiple clones of one stallion or one mare and reproducing the same horse over and over limits the gene pool, and the practice becomes more harmful than helpful.\textsuperscript{143}

\textsuperscript{135} Id. at ¶ 17.
\textsuperscript{136} Id. at ¶ 25.
\textsuperscript{138} Id.
\textsuperscript{141} See Justin Gillis, New to the Stable: Two Championship Clones, WASHINGTONPOST.COM (Mar. 31, 2006), http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/03/30/AR2006033001913.html (stating that the Humane Society believes horses should not be treated as commodities and deserve respect and humane treatment); see also Eric Adelson, Cloning Horses is the New Frontier for the Equestrian World, YAHOO! SPORTS (July 23, 2012, 11:00 AM), http://sports.yahoo.com/news/olympics-cloning-horses-is-the-new-frontier-for-the-equestrian-world.html (citing a Jockey Club spokesperson arguing that cloning is against a horses best interest and will not allow a cloned horse to register for thoroughbred racing).
\textsuperscript{142} See Pure Genetics, supra note 137, at 46 (stating that expansion of a horses bloodline has led to the emergence of recessive traits resulting in economic loss).
Carol Harris, a long-time Quarter Horse breeder in Ocala, Florida, opined that breeding is an art, while cloning is merely replication. Breeders want to clone because "[t]hey smell money. They're looking for a shortcut to a great horse." If that is true, then breed registry associations are not the place to turn. Smart Little Lena's descendants have earned approximately $33 million in competition, but less than $200,000 of that, or about .006 percent, came in AQHA competition. If the same percentages apply to Abraham's horses, then a judge may have a difficult time finding economic discrimination in AQHA's rules on cloning. If so, then the Plaintiffs' anti-trust claims must fail, and AQHA will be left to administer its own rules and regulations once again.